FELIDAE LOG (07/12/2010)

THE CAST
Reythisss the L3 Dragonborn Swordsman (Dantius)
5/2/3  20HP  Swords-6  Illusions-4  FirstAid-2  Diplomacy-2  Bluff-2

Geoffrey the L3 Human Magician (Duck)
1/4/6  10HP  Evocation-4  Abjuration-4  Composure-2  History-2  Streetwise-2  Perception-1  Stealth-1

Dikiyoba the L3 Dragonborn Author Avatar (Dikiyoba)
3/3/5  14HP  Claws-4  Firebreathing-4  FirstAid-3  Perception-3  Diplomacy-2  FirstAid-2

Tunik-Tan the L3 Lacewing Healer/Archer (Sarachim)
3/3/5  14HP  HealingMagic-5  Thievery-5  Bow-4  History-2  Stealth-1

BEGIN LOG

DM (Nioca)
Some sunlight filters in through a nearby window as you drowsily awaken.
As you come to, however, you notice that you're in a hut with three strangers you have never seen before.
(the party doesn't know one another; figured I'd do it that way since most character sheets were submitted privately)
You hear a few birds chirping outside, and it's nice and warm.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I pretend to remain asleep, watching the others through my half-closed eyes.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I stand up.
Geoffrey (Duck)
I sit up.
"Where am I? Who are you?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I check to make sure I still have my hat.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"I don't know where we are.  Do you?"
DM (Nioca)
The ground underneath you is dirt, and the ceiling seems to be thatched straw.
Reythisss (Dantius)
Is there a door?
DM (Nioca)
Well, there's a curtain hanging in front of a doorframe that blocks the view in and out.
Geoffrey (Duck)
"Of course not. Why would I ask where we were if I knew?"
DM (Nioca)
There's also a window through which sunlight is filtering.
Geoffrey (Duck)
I peer out the window.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I peer out the window.
Geoffrey (Duck)
....
DM (Nioca)
Jinx.
:p
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I open my eyes, and get up. "Hey, where are we?"
DM (Nioca)
Two of you peer out the window, noting a simple village beyond. It's hard to see much from this vantage point, but it's rather quiet.
Geoffrey (Duck)
I try opening the door and going outside.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Well, that's not giving us much help."
DM (Nioca)
The human wanders outside.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"I'm Reythisss.  Who are you?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"I'm Tunik. Healer."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I continue searching for my hat.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(It's John!  Get him!)
"I'm a swordsman.  Freelance."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, there's Dikiyoba's hat. Dikiyoba was wearing it this whole time."
DM (Nioca)
The dragonborn continues searching for its hat, and find it on hir head.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I nock an arrow as I watch the curtain. "I'm also an archer."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"I see..."
I rest my hand on my sword and approach the curtain.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, adventurers, then."
Reythisss (Dantius)
I then carefully open the curtain.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I peek through it as he does.
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss opens the curtain cautiously, revealing more of the simple village beyond.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"What about you, Dikiyoba?"
DM (Nioca)
You see a sign nearby that proclaims this village to be the proud village of Gorgolak.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"So do any of us have any idea why we are here?"
DM (Nioca)
You also notice the human that was with you earlier poking around the huts.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Well, he's probably a thief."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Maybe he stole us."
DM (Nioca)
You also notice that it's quiet. Like you're the only ones around.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I move outside and draw my sword.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I look into some of the other huts. Any signs of people?
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Well, Dikiyoba used to be a writer in a village on an island very far away from here. But then a travelling salesman arrived in our village. He sold us all wonderful hats, and took off with everything else we valued. Now Dikiyoba is a hunter on a quest for revenge." I smile. "It's actually quite fun."
Reythisss (Dantius)
(I knew it!)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(Ha!)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(John strikes!)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Funny, the same thing happened in my cousin's town."
DM (Nioca)
You can't see any signs of anyone other than yourselves. It's like people used to live here... but they're gone now.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Any signs of violence? Or that they left in a hurry?
Reythisss (Dantius)
How large is the villiage?
DM (Nioca)
It's a small and humble village. Mostly small huts, surrounded by farmland.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Does it look like they left recently, or a long time ago?
DM (Nioca)
It's not like there's signs of violence or exodus... it's like they all just disappeared.
A few rats run past.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I examine a nearby hut to test whether it's an illusion of some sort.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"I saw an illusion like this once."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Illusions..."
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM (Nioca)
It looks pretty real. There's some pots and pans inside, and other small amenities.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Well, it's either not an illusion or a very, very good one."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Do either of you know anything about illusions?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Yes, I am moderately skilled in the creation and detection of illusions."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Are they typically this. . . solid?"
DM (Nioca)
A few more rats run past.
This place seems to have a bit of a rat problem.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot a rat.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Not unless they were created by someone very, very skilled."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
DM (Nioca)
Tunik pegs a rat with an arrow. It dies with a "Squeak!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I remove the arrow, and use it to examine the rat.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"What are you looking for?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Anything."
DM (Nioca)
You retrieve the arrow, but as you pick up the rat, a cat runs past, snatches the rat out of your hand, and runs off with its prize.
You notice the human wandering off on his own.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I walk to the edge of the village and examine the surrounding territory.  Is there any indication of what island we are on?
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I run after the cat.
DM (Nioca)
A couple more cats appear and start hunting the remaining rats.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"This is just weird."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"It'll be dogs next."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I approach one of the cats. "Here, kitty."
DM (Nioca)
You notice that to (what you presume to be) the east and south, you're surrounded by mountains. West leads to a forest, while north leads to a plain.
DM (Nioca)
The cat walks up to you and sniffs your hand. Seems friendly.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Dikiyoba doesn't suppose you happen to talk, by any chance?"
DM (Nioca)
The cat meows at you.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Is that a yes or a no?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
'Probably a no."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Are the other cats still here?
DM (Nioca)
Mrrrow.
Yes. As a matter of fact, a couple more cats have shown up.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Two meows for yes, one for no. Can you understand me?"
DM (Nioca)
You also notice that they seem to be chasing out the rats, who were more numerous than you first realized.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(That last was addressed to Dikiyoba's cat, in case it was unclear.)
DM (Nioca)
Meow.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"So much for that."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Perhaps we should catch up with the human. Maybe they'll know something we don't."
DM (Nioca)
Another cat appears. A black one. Instantly, the atmosphere seems to change. All the other cats start shying away.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I nock an arrow, take aim at the black cat, and watch.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I examine the black cat.  What about it is strange?
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Woo, way to start the session)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Heh)
Reythisss (Dantius)
"It's... magical."
DM (Nioca)
The cat pounces on a rat and chows down, glaring at you all the while like you've done something horribly wrong.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I walk over to the cat.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Maybe this one talks. Can you talk, kitty?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
I then try to pick up the cat.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
That's why you don't roll until Nioca tells you. :P
Reythisss (Dantius)
(11-20-1.  Whoo!)
DM (Nioca)
As Reythisss approaches the cat, it hisses. Unlike normal cats, however, it winds up spraying a cloud of icy frost in Reythisss's face (1 damage).
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Aw, it's cute."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Aaaa!"
I swing my sword at the cat.
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss swings at the cat, which hisses and jumps back.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Can I still see the human?
DM (Nioca)
No.
The black cat's eyes seem to be glowing now.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I back away from the cat.
"Niice kitty..."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I keep an arrow aimed at it. "I do not like this cat."
Reythisss (Dantius)
I cast Blur.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Do any of the huts in the village look like they were owned by a magic user of some sort?
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss's failed attempts to blur himself is treated as an act of aggression by the cat. It opens its maw wide...
And proceeds to coat itself in frost.
It seems miffed by this.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Stupid mammals."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Reythiss, be careful. We may not want to fight this thing."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Why?  It's just a cat."
DM (Nioca)
You notice that the human is now back in sight, and running toward you.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"It was probably someone's familiar."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Like something is chasing the human?
DM (Nioca)
You can't tell.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Human! What is it?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Any luck with the huts, Nioca?)
DM (Nioca)
You can't tell their contents from the outside. You'd have to go exploring them.
Geoffrey (Duck)
"I found something!"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"What is it?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I run toward the human.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I back away from the cat, and head towards the human.
I keep my sword at my side.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, fine." I run after the others.
DM (Nioca)
The cat deliberately intercepts Reythisss, eyes afire.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Wait, cancel that.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"That was the last move you ever make, cat."
Geoffrey (Duck)
"It's this way. Follow me!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
I spend 2 stamina hacking at the cat.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Reythisss (Dantius)
(HA!)
Geoffrey (Duck)
I run back the way I came.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I slow to a jog, and turn to watch Rey battle the cat.
DM (Nioca)
RRROW- *SPLAT*. The cat is struck a greivous wound. Alarmingly, though, it's still alive.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"What the..."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I stop, and shoot an arrow at it.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I duck into a nearby hut and look for some meat.
Geoffrey (Duck)
"Come on! Hurry!"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Perception?)
DM (Nioca)
The arrow strikes the cat. It continues staggering and looks beyond the point it should be alive... yet it still stands.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Fine." I give up, and run after the human.
DM (Nioca)
The cat sits back on its hindlegs and waves its paws. A gout of flame erupts, striking Tunik for 4 damage.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I heal myself as I run. Roll?
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
DM (Nioca)
You easily heal yourself to full.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I shake my head and hack at the cat further. "Die, you fool!  Die!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Still running after Duck. "What did you find?"
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss strikes another blow, and the cat finally falls.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I examine the body.  Are there any tages or runes or other marks?
DM (Nioca)
No. It appears, by all indicators, to be an ordinary cat.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I shake my head, and turn and run after the human.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"You killed it. Why did you kill it?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Well, it shot flames and ice at us."
DM (Nioca)
The human seems to be leading you toward another hut.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I keep following.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I run after Tunik.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I run faster to catch up.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Well, it only really tried to kill you after you tried to kill it, you know."
DM (Nioca)
You enter a small hut. It's empty, other than the human.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"No, it did attack first."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"A little warning shot, that's all."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"What is it, nameless human?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"It was probably extra nervous because whoever lived here killed cats for food and fur."
Geoffrey (Duck)
"It's Geoffrey."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"What gives you that idea?"
Geoffrey (Duck)
I head back outside. "Where'd it go?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Where did what go?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Dikiyoba found some weird meat and pelts in one of the huts."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Cat pelts?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Looked like cat to Dikiyoba."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Maybe the villagers got turned into rats."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Really?  I doubt that."
DM (Nioca)
You hear a odd, *slckt* noise nearby.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I turn to look at it.
DM (Nioca)
*slckt slckt slckt*
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Can I see the source?
DM (Nioca)
It takes a moment, but you spot another black cat up on the shelf. It blends in almost perfectly with the shadowy interior of the hut.
It's bathing itself.
*slckt slckt slckt*
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"No violence this time. Nobody touch it."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"I won't if it dosen't."
DM (Nioca)
The cat stares at you for a moment with bright eyes, then returns to its grooming.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Hey, human, is this the Geoffrey you were talking about?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"The human is Geoffrey."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Oh."
Geoffrey (Duck)
"He's right. I am Geoffrey."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"And what is your profession?"
DM (Nioca)
(Duck has to go for a half-hour, so I'll handle Geoffrey in the meantime.)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(Bye guys!)
DM (Nioca)
The cat watches, seemingly interested.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Bye)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(bye!)
Geoffrey (Nioca)
"Me? I'm a magical teacher. Who are you guys?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Tunik. Healer. Archer. Serial self-introducer."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Swordsman and illusionist."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Dikiyoba is Dikiyoba."
Geoffrey (Nioca)
"Pleasure to meet you."
"This is Jasper." He points to the cat.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Hi, Jasper."
DM (Nioca)
*slckt slckt slckt*
Reythisss (Dantius)
"I'm guessing noone knows enough divination to find out what exactly is going on?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
To Geoff: "How do you know that?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Hello, Jasper."
Geoffrey (NPC)
Geoffrey shrugs. "That's his name."
DM (Nioca)
The cat is far too interested in grooming itself to respond.
Another cat wanders into the hut. A Torti, this time.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Yes, but how do you know its name?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
I carefully back into a corner and keep an eye on both cats.
Geoffrey (Nioca)
Geoffrey shrugs again. "Is it so unusual for a cat to have a name?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I walk out of the hut.
DM (Nioca)
The Torti follows Dikiyoba out of the hut and meowls at hir.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"What do you want, kitty?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"It is not unusual for a cat to have a name. It does not follow from that that this cat is named Jasper."'
Reythisss (Dantius)
"I suppose so."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I follow Dikiyoba outside.
DM (Nioca)
You hear a lot of meowing and carousing outside.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I sigh and walk outside.
"What's going on..?"
DM (Nioca)
Wow. That's a lot of cats.
There's got to be at least 35 out here, wandering around, hunting rats, and meowing at each other.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Dikiyoba, what happened?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
I kick at the nearest cat. "Shoo!"
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM (Nioca)
Rrrow! The cat is kicked away.
It walks away with its tail held high.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Stop that!"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Nothing. Dikiyoba is just looking around."
DM (Nioca)
Dikiyoba steps out from a nearby hut, followed by a Torti and a Maine Coon.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I walk to another nearby hut.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(What?)
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Cat breeds)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Ah.)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(A Maine Coon is a cat that looks rather like a raccoon. :P)
Reythisss (Dantius)
"These are not normal cats."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"So what are they?"
DM (Nioca)
(Torti (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tortoiseshell_cat) and Maine Coon (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maine_Coon))
DM (Nioca)
They look fairly normal. Though you don't know of cats that gather in this big of number.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(No, I mean why can they cast magic?)
(That was the context)
DM (Nioca)
Then again, it seems there are plenty of rats to go around.
(Who said they all cast magic?)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Nobody. Reythiss is asking, rhetorically, why at least one is weird enough to cast magic.)
Reythisss (Dantius)
I scan the cats for any other black cats.
(Percep.)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I look into a hut that nobody has yet.
DM (Nioca)
You notice a few black cats amongst them, though you can't tell whether they cast magic or not.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
You also notice that the number has increased to 40. Where are these cats coming from?
Both Dikiyoba and Tunik step inside another hut.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Anything in here?
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Rats!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"More rats!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I back out of the hut quickly.
DM (Nioca)
Rats swarm out from the hut Dikiyoba and Tunik entered.
Cats immediately start pouncing on the rats.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Perhaps instead of the villagers getting turned into rats, they were turned into cats."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Why are there so many rats, then?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Villages this small don't usually have this many rats."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I step into another hut.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"And if they did, the rats would leave a village of cats."
About how many rats would I guess we've seen so far?
DM (Nioca)
200, 300.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I randomly pick a hut and enter it.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
And based on its size, how many people would have lived in this village?
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss reappears with a scroll.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"What is that?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Simple magic scrolls"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Basic spells, the like."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"This one's interesting.  It's for summoning cats."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I step back out of the hut in time to hear Reythisss. "Huh. Interesting."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Hmm. So the village traps cats, which explains why they might want to summon them."
"And if somebody fumbled the spell, could it do this?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Summon an infinite stream of cats?"
"There's only a finite supply of magic in a scroll."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Dikiyoba knows where the cats are coming from."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"These aren't infinite cats, just a. . . what?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Where?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"They're coming from that valley." I point towards it. "Let's grab Geoffrey and go check it out."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Sounds good. How did you figure it out?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Good eyes?"
DM (Nioca)
Another cat wanders into the village from the valley Dikiyoba pointed out.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I draw my sword and head towards the valley.  "This looks interesting.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I jog towards the valley.
DM (Nioca)
You head...
Crap I forgot which direction the valley is.
Eh, call it east.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Heh.
DM (Nioca)
You head east into the valley. It doesn't take long before you spot something odd; a large jostling swath of movement about half a mile ahead.
You hear shouting.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I run toward it.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I run towards the sound
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I pick up my pace.
DM (Nioca)
Getting closer, you see what has got to be one of the more bizarre sights you have even seen. An aged elf with a staff is shouting at a trio of circling wolves. And the object of the wolves' attention? What has to be the biggest group of cats you've ever seen.
Hundreds upon hundreds of cats, meowling and hissing at the wolves. There's gotta be a thousand cats here.
The elf shouts over to you. "Don't just stand there! Do something!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"What's going on?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Is the elf egging the wolves on, or trying to scare them off?
Reythisss (Dantius)
I run up to the elf. "What?"
DM (Nioca)
Trying to scare them off, it seems.
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss runs through the pack of cats. "The wolves! Get rid of them before they eat my herd!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
I cast Clone on myself.
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot at one of the wolves.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss casts an illusion spell. It creates a translucent, female, and highly unattractive version of himself.
Tunik's arrow goes wide, but catches a wolf's attention.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Not even I can duplicate my good looks..."
DM (Nioca)
Dikiyoba tries to sneak up on the wolves. And by sneak, I mean ze winds up attracting the attention of a fourth wolf who was hiding nearby, along with the other three.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(ze)
(Also, curse you DM. :P )
DM (Nioca)
Geoffrey's eyes go wide, and he fires a ball of flame at a wolf. It strikes, causing the wolf to howl in pain.
A slingstone fired from the elf then connects with the burned wolf, causing it further agony.
Two wolves pounce on Dikiyoba, sinking their fangs into hir for 3 damage.
A third runs up to and strikes Reythisss, doing an additional 3 damage.
The last one, the one that Tunik fired on, charges Tunik and snarls.
Party turn.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I bite and claw one of the two wolves right back.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I do a wing-assisted leap backwards, and shoot another arrow at the wolf snarling at me.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Reythisss (Dantius)
I draw my sword and hack at the wolf that attacked me (2 stamina)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
DM (Nioca)
Dikiyoba slashes with hir powerful claws, wounding the burnt wolf further.
Tunik pegs the wolf that attacked him with an arrow, and it yelps and backs away.
Reythisss lands a stunning blow against his wolf, actually knocking it backward about four feet.
Geoffrey tries another spell, but it fizzles.
The elf fires another slingstone at the wolves. However, it bounces off a rock, shortly followed by Dikiyoba's noggin (1 damage)
"Sorry!"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Poor rock. :P )
DM (Nioca)
The two wolves menacing Dikiyoba apparently took lessons in coordinated biting, chomping into each leg for a total of 4 damage.
The wolf Reythisss struck is too stunned to do anything.
The wolf Tunik pegged, however, closes the distance and bites Tunik for 2 damage, snarling all the while.
Party turn.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I half-run, half-leap over to Dikiyoba, and heal hir.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Reythisss (Dantius)
I pirouette and try to impale the wolf.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Geoffrey (Duck)
Is here.
DM (Nioca)
Tunik leaps over to Dikiyoba and heals hir for 9 damage (1 stamina)
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I attack the burned wolf again.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
We're fighting four wolves.
Geoffrey (Duck)
What else did I miss?
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Assisting an old elf, in defense of his herd of cats.
Said herd (about a thousand) is the source of all the cats in the village.
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss swings again, but the wolf regains its composure just in time, and Reythisss only lands a grazing hit.
Dikiyoba leaps for a wolf, but misses.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(With a 19?)
DM (Nioca)
The elf ineffectually slings another stone.
(Low damage roll)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Duck, fire!
Geoffrey (Duck)
(Am I in control again?)
DM (Nioca)
The elf ducks. "Wait, young'un, do you want me to duck or fire?"
(Yes)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Ha ha)
In case it was unclear, Duck, you still have your action this round, and I was advising you to kill our enemies with fire.
Geoffrey (Duck)
I cast firebolt on one of the wolves.
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
DM (Nioca)
The bolt strikes one of the wolves menacing Dikiyoba. It yips, surprised.
(Enemy turn)
The wolf menacing Dikiyoba has had enough of these stinking humanoids in this stinking valley. It goes berserk, striking in a fury of fangs and claws for 5 damage.
The other one menacing Dikiyoba breaks off its attack and goes after the pesky wizard who firebolted it. One pounce manages to knock 1 HP out of Geoffrey.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Eep!"
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss's wolf is still rather stunned, and whimpers softly.
Tunik's wolf takes a flying leap at him, but misses entirely and lands face first in the grass.
(Party turn)
Reythisss (Dantius)
I spend another stamina trying to impale my wolf.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I spend 2 stamina, and fire point-blank at the wolf at my feet.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Geoffrey (Duck)
I back away from the wolf and fire another bolt.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I spend a stamina to claw the frenzied wolf.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
DM (Nioca)
Reythiss stabs the wolf, which whimpers again.
The wolf Tunik fires on, in an incredible leap of intuition, almost manages to get itself out of the way. Almost. The arrow embeds itself in its side, but it looks more aggravated than anything.
BANG. Geoffrey's wolf is knocked backward in a puff of smoldering hair.
The wolf tries to pick itself back up, but a surprise slingstone knocks the thing senseless. It collapses.
Dikiyoba's wolf just can't get enough tasty dragonborn, and bites hir again for 2 damage.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Wait, do I hit?)
DM (Nioca)
(oops)
Irritated, Dikiyoba claws the wolf back.
Reythisss's wolf staggers upright and moves toward him. However, a small squad of cats work up the nerve to attack the bedraggled thing. The wolf goes down in a flurry of hisses and claws.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Live by the pack, die by the pack?)
DM (Nioca)
The sight's so surprising that Tunik gets caught off-guard as the wolf clamps its jaws around his neck (5 damage).
(Party turn)
Reythisss (Dantius)
I run over to Dikiyoba's wolf and attack it.
Geoffrey (Duck)
I fire a firebolt at the wolf attacking Tunik.
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I do another wing-leap backwards, and shoot at my wolf.
Unless Duck kills it first. Hold on.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I bury my teeth in the wolf's throat.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
DM (Nioca)
Dikiyoba and Reythisss's combined attack finish off the wolf menacing Dikiyoba.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Okay, leap back and shoot at my wolf.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
DM (Nioca)
Another massive bolt of fire sends the wolf flying off of Tunik.
Then, just as it starts getting back up, Tunik pegs it one last time. It goes down.
The elf looks at the mess.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Well."
"That was interesting."
Cat Herder (NPC)
"Phew. I'm surprised so many wolves are a wanderin' out here. They usually don't attack people passing through Gorgolak valley."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"I do not think we've been introduced. I'm Tunik, and I am also badly injured." I take 10 to heal myself. "Maybe you can help explain the latter."
DM (Nioca)
At the cost of 1 stamina, Tunik heals 4 points of damage.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Reythisss.  Pleased to meat you, despite the circumstances."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Yes. We are new to the area and no nothing about what is happening around here."
Cat Herder (NPC)
"Well, young'un, it's pretty simple. I'm bringin' a herd of cats into Gorgolak."
"Usually a big event around here. The cat herder doesn't come around too often!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Gorgolak is empty."
"There is no one there."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Except for the rats."
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Ah, but where are my manners? Ah'm Tanner Gato. Pleasure to meet you."
"Wait, what?"
"They're gone?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Gorgolak is empty. There is no one there, except for the rats."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"No signs of a struggle, nothing."
"It's as if everyone simply vanished."
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Well that don't sit right, feller. A whole town of people don't just up and vanish."
"Where'd they go?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"None of us have any idea."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"We don't know. We just woke up there, and we don't know how that happened either."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Can you tell us about the village?"
"Why were they importing thousands of cats?"
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Sleepy little village. Gets a lot of rats... Usually not much goin' on, the biggest event recently was a right scandal over Gertrude running off with the village tramp."
"Why would anyone, feller? Food. Leather. Rodent removal."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"But thousands? There's simply no enough food to support them.  They'd all die withing weeks."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Wouldn't it be easier just to eat and skin the rats?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Do you know if they angered a man with some kind of musically-themed magic powers recently?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Musically-themed?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Heh)
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Well, that's why you got ta move them village to village. Once the cats eat up most the rats, they got to find more rats."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Yes, like, I don't know, a flute that would have made them all run away."
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"And rats carry all kinds of diseases. And catching them is a laborious task."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Dikiyoba has heard rumors of such a thing happening, now that you mention it, Tunik."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"We should search the nearby hills."
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Nay, if what you say is true, you might want to try the forest. Hear tell there's some right nasty things going on in there."
"I even heard there might be... witches."
"Can you believe that?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Dun dun duuuuuh!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"My cousin's a witch."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Is that the same cousin who had their village looted?"
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Actually, come to think of it, the wolves have been awfully aggressive lately... some of my cats have been right disappearing. Not to be seen again."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"No, a different one. Your thief is lucky he didn't try to rob cousin Rifid."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Shame. It would have been good to have a witch on Dikiyoba's side."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Well, he did rob Rifid's cousin. And, more to the immediate point, my cousin."
Tanner Gato, Cat Herder (NPC)
"Well, I better get the herd up to the village. If'n you find the villagers, let me know... Disappeared people can't pay for cats!"
"Yah! Yah!" He waves his staff around, and the sea of felines stampedes around you, heading toward the village.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"To the forest, then?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Shooting is too good a death for him. Although... Dikiyoba supposes you could heal him. Dikiyoba has come up with several good ways to kill him, and it would be a shame to just pick one..."
Reythisss (Dantius)
I use first aid on myself to heal.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"The whole family likes cousin Anahuac. If you could find all of our cousins you'd probably have a small army with you."
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss clumsily applies first aid, gaining a meager hitpoint.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"So, should we check out those woods?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, of course."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Healer, could you patch me up a bit?  I seem to be having difficulties..."  I smile sheepishly.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Sure thing." I take 10 to heal Reythiss.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Can Dragonborn smile anatomically?  Or can their jaws not perform that motion?)
DM (Nioca)
(They can smile.)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(I'm pretty sure that's canon. :P)
DM (Nioca)
Tunik heals another 4 points of damage, at the cost of 1 stamina.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(In Sarachim-Mote, they range from red to brown in color, and a few can breathe fire a little, though not enough to be much use in battle. :P)
DM (Nioca)
(Argh! My real cat just pounced on me!)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(I'd have presumed a greenish brown to greenish blue.)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Clearly, you did not roll a 20 when you adopted it. :P)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Well, color's not set it stone.)
DM (Nioca)
(More like she adopted me)
(Came scratching at the door one night, wanting to be let in)
(But I digress)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Aww, how sweet.)
"Now, forest? Yes?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Yes." I lead the way.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Sure."  I follow.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I follow, too.
DM (Nioca)
You head into the forest, Geoffrey following silently.
If there ARE witches in here, they certainly got the theme right. The forest gets darker as you go in, and spiderwebs are visible in the trees.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(I think every cat I've ever owned came from a shelter or was a stray.)
DM (Nioca)
Perception check
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Dikiyoba has the strangest feeling we're being watched..."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"We are."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"By what?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Whisper: "Don't look, but there's a black cat in the trees."
Reythisss (Dantius)
I move my hand closer to my sword.
"Oh dear..."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"A normal looking cat, or one that looks a bit tougher?"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Can I tell?
DM (Nioca)
Suddenly, with a loud screech, a black cat leaps out of a tree, flies just over your head, and bounds off into the forest.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I run after it.
DM (Nioca)
You hear a hiss from Jasper, who's standing near Geoffrey's legs.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I follow.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I head off as well.
DM (Nioca)
You charge off into the forest after the cat. It's hard to keep up; yet you always seem to be just within visual range of it.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
DM (Nioca)
As you get closer, you hear voices from ahead, and notice a flickering light.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I creep up to get a better look (Stealth)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I hide in our current location. (Stealth)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss cautiously sneaks ahead while Tunik takes cover.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I take ten to find a decent hiding spot.
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss returns.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Witches.  Five of them plus a few cats."
"They have what looks like the villiage population in a magic circle."
"Fifty, maybe sixty.
"Oh, and they are actively casting some kind of spell. I can't make out what."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"How many witches?"
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(5)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Oh, right, sorry.)
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Well, the cat saw us, so they probably know we're here."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Reythiss, you and I should draw them away from the villagers. Dikiyoba and Geoffrey can then rescue them."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Perhpas.  But we should still think before rushing in."
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Oh, if we don't have the element of surprise, then it's even more important to come up with a plan."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"What if you tried to hit a few witches with arrows first, to disrupt the chanting.  Geoffrey can lob some fireballs.  I'll man the front lines and distract, and Dikiyoba can rescue the townspeople."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Okay, but we need to be careful not to hit any villagers."
DM (Nioca)
You hear rustling ahead.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"I can do fireballs too."
"Burn the witches!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
I quietly draw my sword.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"ssh!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Can I take 10 to stealth my way into a good spot to shoot from?
DM (Nioca)
You can.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I do.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I cast Clone
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
DM (Nioca)
Tunik takes cover whilst Reythisss creates a carbon copy of himself.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I silently signal that I'm ready.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Are our mages ready?" I whisper
DM (Nioca)
A witch appears, flanked by two cats. "Ahhh... more sacrifices for the Felidae. Come, come. It'll be our pleasure for you to join us."
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Change of plan.  ATTACK!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot that witch.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I breathe fire at the witch.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
You can breathe fire?
Reythisss (Dantius)
I attack the witch and have my double run to distract the other witches.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
(first fumble?)
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(In combat)
Geoffrey (Duck)
I sneak off to a good place from which to fire at the witches.
DM (Nioca)
Tunik's shot goes wide, and the witch is unharmed by Dikiyoba's flaming breath.
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
DM (Nioca)
One copy of Reythisss charges the witch while the other runs toward the other witches. Unfortunately, wires got crossed somewhere along the way, because the copy winds up attacking while Reythisss runs off.
Geoffrey disappears into the underbrush.
Enemy turn
The witch cackles and waves her hand...
Will saves, everyone.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
And starts an odd chant. Dikiyoba and Tunik instantly start feeling drowsy and at peace with the world... but Reythisss, recognizing the magic and thinking quickly, manages to chuck a rock at the witch's head, disrupting the spell.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Woo, Reythiss!)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Yay!)
DM (Nioca)
The two cats prepare to attack. The first simply looks ridiculous on its hindquarters, but the second fires a puff of flame at Dikiyoba for 3 damage.
(Party turn)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot another arrow at the witch.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Reythisss (Dantius)
I attack the witch attacking the party, this time :-P
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
...really?
DM (Nioca)
Whatever soporific chant the witch cast must be having some effect. Tunik's arrow goes wide.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I launch myself at the cat who attacked me.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss charges the witch. However, she simply flings her hand back into some sort of odd, back-handed punch, doing three damage and knocking Reythisss down.
The cat's ears go back in fear as Dikiyoba pounces on the thing. Much screeching follows as Dikiyoba tears into the thing.
Enemy turn.
"You're an insolent one, aren't you?" The witch hisses to Reythisss. Ice pours from her hands, freezing Reythisss for 5 damage.
The first cat hisses, spits, and fires flame towards Tunik's position. He's hit for 1 damage.
The cat Dikiyoba tore into responds just as viciously, tearing into Dikiyoba for 4 damage.
Party turn.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Reythiss!" I heal him.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"It's your fault for being a mammal."  Attack the witch
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I drink a healing potion, throw the cat aside, and jump at the witch.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss's comment catches the witch off-guard, letting Reythisss catch the witch with his blade.
Tunik spends a stamina, healing 5 damage on Reythisss.
The badly-battered Dikiyoba drinks the healing potion (+6 HP), then tears into the witch. She falls back with a yelp.
DM (Nioca)
Okay, enemy turn.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Is Duck gone?
DM (Nioca)
(Seems so)
"Gather your strength, oh felidae!" The witch cries out. The cats around her start glowing, and the wounded one seems to have its worst wounds seal.
The first cat leaps at Reythisss. And... seems to pass right through him like a knive through warm butter. Reythisss looks unhurt, yet he stumbles like he took a blade through the chest. (4 damage)
The other cat sits on its hind legs, prepares to cast a spell... and suddenly starts gagging. The rest of its turn is spent hacking up a hairball.
(Party turn)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Dantius, how badly are you hurt?
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I breathe fire at the witch.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Don't know, I lost track.)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(I think 16 HP)
DM (Nioca)
(13/20)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Oh.)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot at the witch again.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Reythisss (Dantius)
I stumble, swear, and go after the witch yet again.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
"Just- Die!"
DM (Nioca)
Everything seems to move in slow motion. The arrow, blast of flame, and sword all connect on the same spot...
And the witch explodes in a shower of ash.
The injured cat looks on in shock at the development, and then flees.
The other prepares to fight...
Enemy turn.
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
DM (Nioca)
The remaining cat casts a blast of lightning at Reythisss, but misses.
Suddenly, a blast of fire comes out of nowhere and sets the grove on fire.
(Party turn)
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Oh no, we're burning down another forest.)
I take ten to try and put out the fire.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(This campaign has recieved the Kurex Seal of Approval for use of excessive fire)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(We're two for three on habitat destruction.)
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Leave the fire, free the villagers!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I bolt toward the clearing with everyone else in it.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I run out into the clearing with the other witches and attack the neaest one
DM (Nioca)
What are you putting the fire out with?
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
The witches and villagers, I mean.
Reythisss (Dantius)
(DAMMIT)
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dirt.
DM (Nioca)
Dikiyoba scoops dirt on the fire, putting it out.
Reythisss runs into the witches' clearing, trips on a root, and falls flat on his face. His ego takes 23 points of damage, but his body is unharmed.
Tunik also enters the witch's clearing.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Can I shoot from here?
DM (Nioca)
Yes. You spot what Reythisss described, four remaining witches chanting feverishly around the villagers.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I draw my bow back to my shoulder. "Disperse!" Intimidate:
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
And if they don't run away, I shoot.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
DM (Nioca)
The witches seem to ignore you. However, several black cats flee for their lives.
The shot goes wide.
Enemy turn.
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 2 20-sided dice:  20 11
Reythisss (Dantius)
(take the first one!)
DM (Nioca)
The remaining black cat is not happy with being ignored, and voices his displeasure by nipping Dikiyoba on the leg for 1 damage.
As Reythisss picks himself up, a gigantic blast of fire hurtles from the woods, blasting Reythisss across the clearing for 5 damage. You can't see where it came from.
DM (Nioca)
Party turn.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I ignore the cat and run to join the others.
When I get there, I breathe fire on one of the witches.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I duck behind cover, and shoot at that same witch.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Reythisss (Dantius)
"This is not turning out good!  I need healing!"
I attack the witch that the others are attacking, one stamina
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
The combined attacks severely wound the witch, causing her to stumble and stop chanting. Energy flickers widely in the circle (well, it's really a rectangle now. Well, now more of a triangle).
Enemy turn.
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
DM (Nioca)
The cat hisses and breathes a bolt of electricity at Tunik. It lands a startling hit, doing 5 damage.
Another fireball launches from somewhere in the woods, striking Reythisss again for 3 damage.
(Party turn)
Reythisss (Dantius)
I try to finish off the witch who is stumbling
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
What's my HP? I think I lost count.
DM (Nioca)
(5/14)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(I'm at 5 too, right?)
DM (Nioca)
Correct.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Okay. I spent an extra stamina point to heal myself and Reythiss simultaneously.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
DM (Nioca)
The spell goes off poorly, only healing 3 damage on the each of you.
(Man, the dice do not like you)
Diki?
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I breathe fire at another witch.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss strikes down the wounded witch, while Dikiyoba tears into another.
Enemy turn.
A bolt of fire emanates from the ignored cat, striking Dikiyoba for 3.
(We're close to the end)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(I've gotta go in 10-15 minutes.)
(Oh, sniped.)
(Sort of. Nvm.)
(:P)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
DM (Nioca)
Having gotten use to the barrage of fireballs, Reythiss is almost able to predict the oncoming one, getting grazed for 1 damage.
The flames briefly illuminate your attacker. He's hiding in the woods to your right.
(Party turn)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot an arrow at mysterious fireball guy.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I snarl at the cat. "Rrraaarrr!" (Intimidate)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Then I breathe fire at the same witch I hit last time.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Reythisss (Dantius)
I run and attack the fireball thrower.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
Tunik turns, pegging the enemy in the underbrush with an arrow.
Dikiyoba burns the witch again. She's losing control of whatever spell she's casting.
Reythisss runs off and lands a powerful blow against the attacker in the shadows.
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Geoffrey?"
"What."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Knew it.)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(It was obvious after I rolled the 20 and Reythisss took 5 damage from a fireball. :P)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(Yeah, that helped. Also, you're rolling on the enemy's turn. :P)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(:P)
DM (Nioca)
(Enemy turn)
Geoffrey (Duck)
I run away. :P
Roll?
DM (Nioca)
Yeah.
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
DM (Nioca)
Geoffrey makes a break for it, fleeing through the underbrush.
While everyone's distracted with Geoffrey, the cat takes the opportunity to grab onto Dikiyoba's head and start clawing away. 3 damage.
DM (Nioca)
Party turn.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I shoot the cat.
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
DM (Nioca)
Tunik pegs the arrow with a cat.
Wait.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Wow, I'm way better at shooting at animals.
DM (Nioca)
Strike that.
Reverse it.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
... or not.
Haha.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I drink a healing potion, and then breathe fire at the same witch.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
DM (Nioca)
The witch finally collapses from her injuries. The remaining two chant at a fevered pace.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Are the villagers doing anything?
DM (Nioca)
They're just standing there, mesmerized.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I drink a stamina potion, and then spend two stamina to chase after and knock Geoffrey to the ground.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
DM (Nioca)
(+1 Stamina gain for Reythisss, +6 HP for Diki)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Finish the cat, then the witches will have to break off to defend themselves!"
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss crashes off into the underbrush.
DM (Nioca)
Enemy turn
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 2 20-sided dice:  3 20
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Take the first one.)
DM (Nioca)
The cat furiously yowls and lets loose with a mighty lightning bolt. Dikiyoba takes it square in the chest, taking 5 damage.
"I need healing!"
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"I hear you!" If it's our turn yet, I heal Dikiyoba.
(Also, this puts me at 1 stamina, right?)
DM (Nioca)
Geoffrey crashes through the other side of the clearing and aims a fireball at Tunik. It sails beautifully through the air, landing a direct hit for 5 damage.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Ow. Forget everything I just said.
DM (Nioca)
Sparks of electricity fly from the remaining two witches. It doesn't seem to cover the villagers anymore; it's like their spell is going out of control.
Suddenly, there's a crack like thunder and a massive jolt of electricity illuminates the clearing. Both witches are blasted out of the clearing by the force of the released spell.
(Party turn)
Reythisss (Dantius)
I rush back across the clearing and attack Geoffry.
Reythisss rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
(...)
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss rushes back into the clearing only to get hit by a flying witch and knocked down. He's unharmed, but his ego can't take much more of this.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I run away from Geoffrey, and heal myself. I'm at 1 stamina after the heal, right?
DM (Nioca)
Yes.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Woo, that is much better.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Shoo, cat!" (Intimidate)
DM (Nioca)
Tunik heals 11 damage on himself, bringing himself back up to full.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
I run from the cat and attempt first aid on myself.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
DM (Nioca)
The cat briefly licks its paw in a way that suggests its flipping you off.
Dikiyoba performs some emergency first aid, but in the heat of combat, she's only able to heal 2 damage.
Enemy turn.
The cat summons forth the biggest ball of fire you've seen yet. It's bigger than the cat! It rears back to fire...
And explodes in a shower of sparks.
Oops.
Geoffrey (Duck)
Geoffrey rolled 2 20-sided dice:  11 13
DM (Nioca)
Geoffrey dives back into the underbrush, flinging a fireball on the way. Reythisss is grazed again by it.
(1 damage)
Party turn
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
"Heal, Tunik!"
Reythisss (Dantius)
Reythisss rolled 2 20-sided dice:  16 3
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
(I'd be at 0 stamina. Are you hurt that badly?)
DM (Nioca)
Reythisss chases Geoffrey down. However, his spell fails to take effect.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Never mind, then. I can take another hit.)
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"I can't, I'm nearly out of steam!"
Can I see Geoffrey? If so, I shoot at his neck.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Tunik-Tan rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I launch myself at one of the two remaining witches.
Dikiyoba rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
DM (Nioca)
The witches are dead.
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Oh, it killed them. Sorry.)
(Can I use the attack on Geoffrey then?)
DM (Nioca)
Tunik fires an arrow into the underbrush. There's a dull thunk, but you're not sure if it hits.
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
"Reythiss, did I get him?"
Reythisss (Dantius)
"Yeah, he's down.
DM (Nioca)
Any last actions, or launch into epilogue?
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
I retrieve my arrows, including the one that hit Geoffrey.
Reythisss (Dantius)
I kick Geoffrey's body. "Nice try.  Try harder if you're going to pull one over me."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Then I'm good.
Geoffrey (Duck)
I use my secret necromantic powers to resurrect myself. :P
Then I kill everyone.
DM (Nioca)
Ha. :P
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
I straighten my hat and dust myself off. "Well, that was exciting."
Tunik-Tan (Sarachim)
Oh, I almost forgot. Before he does that, I separate Geoffrey's head from his body, ensuring he can never rise again. :P
Dikiyoba (Dikiyoba)
(Ready.)
Reythisss (Dantius)
(Ready)
Geoffrey (Duck)
(Nothing more for me to do. :P ready)
DM (Nioca)
As Tunik beheads the body, the spell slowly wears off the villagers, many of whom are frightened to find themselves in the dark forest.
It takes some explaining to calm them down, but you're able to lead them back to the village. They're quite excited to discover that Tanner Gato the Cat Herder has arrived in town, and prepare to hold their semi-annual festival.
You do learn a few things about your location. Apparently, you're on the island of Bern. You still don't know whether that's on Mote or not or how to get back, but hey; you're on Bern. You're also surprised to discover that Bern's only domesticated animal is the Cat; pretty much everything cattle are used for are instead replaced by cats. Most hold them as simple animals.
Apparently, the mayor of the town know of the local coven which worshiped cats, but apparently disregarded them as nonthreatening crazies. They never suspected what was coming.
But it still leaves the question. Where, exactly, are you? And how do you get home?
DM (Nioca)
End Session.

